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HINCKLEY TOWN CENTRE REPORT
The following Survey has been compiled by two very experienced retailers in the Town and
the Hinckley and District Chamber of Trade (HCOT) is appreciative of all the work that has
been undertaken to achieve this comprehensive Report.
This report has been produced to look at the options to increase footfall for the benefit of the
Hinckley Town Centre businesses.
Many business owners in Hinckley have become acutely aware of the rising vacancy rate in
Hinckley town centre. Our collective perception is not unique - given recent efforts by HBBC
council officers, HTCP BID and property management companies together - to address these
growing concerns.
This problem predates the COVID-19 pandemic. The vacancy rate was cited as one of the
growing Key Performance Indicator (KPI) issues, associated with our under-performing town
centre.
This following account is a combination of a collection of recent and historical
evidence-based data, observations and experiences made as a town centre retailer, a past TCP
director and committee member of the Hinckley Chamber of Trade.
The Rapid Increase in Hinckley Town Centre's Vacancy Rate:
Measurement of ground-floor premises vacancy rates, provides an effective KPI tool, used to
reflect the economic activity of town-centre high streets. Quantification of this vacancy rate is
limited to ground-floor premises with an associated rateable value, as they are considered the
most important, in terms of economic value to a town centre.
To ensure town centres flourish, with effective policies of intervention, this count - among
others - is monitored by Business Improvement Districts (BIDs), and/or town centre
managers. It is therefore incumbent on those involved, ensuring KPI data is reported
accurately, to provide key decision-makers with meaningful evidence.
Having frequented many of Leicestershire's market towns, it is a long-standing perception
that Hinckley has a high ground-floor, vacancy-rate, not suffered in comparison by other high
streets in the county.
To see whether this hypothesis had some truth two experienced retailers embarked upon a
survey to evidence base a serious evaluated study of the vacancy rate KPI across
Leicestershire’s main Towns.
Observations were made between mid-January and late February this year - 2022. A total of
eight towns were evaluated. Empty units/non-trading units were deemed vacant if there
appeared to be no business activity. Exceptions were made for roofless buildings (e.g. the
Regent, Hinckley and 3 x premises under construction in Ashby) and units clearly identified
to be demolished under urban redevelopment programme. (Nuneaton Parade between Abbey
Gate and Abbey Street).
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Our findings are as follows:

It is important for this study to have credibility. Therefore, checks were administered for the
purpose of consistent application. On one occasion, a comparison was made with the latest
survey made by the Town Centre Manager, NBBC - who had recently performed his latest
survey and calculated Nuneaton's latest vacancy rate of 16%, for January. Our survey of
Nuneaton, on the 17th of February provided a figure of 15.1% (a minor deviation more likely
attributed to the natural monthly dynamic shift as new stores open, whilst others close). In
addition, each town was surveyed by two HCOT officers providing cross verification of
independently collected data as well as vindication of method and results.
It is difficult to see how a contemporary survey, obtained a figure close to 50% less than ours.
It is a deeply concerning matter that such official figures are used to determine future town
centre infrastructure and capital projects.
A timeframe comparison with our 2022 vacancy rate survey is shown in the chart below
(extracted from the ERS Research & Consultancy Group report, ‘Leicestershire Market
Towns Research, 2014’).

Whilst it is noted there maybe slight variation in methodology between the two surveys - the
process was consistent within them - this allows for historical comparison of vacancy rate
trends to remain valid.
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A worrying picture unfolds in the evidence-based graph below, demonstrably showing the
unfavourable, current and trend values of Hinckley's vacancy rate, compared to that of its
peer towns.

On this basis Hinckley town centre seems to be heading in a different direction to the other
towns, in a negative way.
Whilst the national average of vacant units is currently hovering around the 14.4% mark, and
our findings suggest that Hinckley is now above this benchmark, it fails to show us the entire
story. Market towns generally perform much better than most other types of retail centres and
therefore direct comparisons should be made with relevant groups. Exclusive market town
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vacancy rate data is a little more challenging to find. For example, a recent 2021 town centre
report conducted by Norfolk County council showed comparable market town vacancy rates
as we found for Leicestershire towns.
4.3 Unit Vacancy Analysis

Figure 46 Norfolk Vacancy Rate Comparison
Vacancy rate comparisons are summarised in the table below.

Aside from the COVID pandemic, whatever happened to Hinckley between 2014 and 2022
appears to have had a considerably unfortunate impact on the town's centre ability to flourish,
whereas a much healthier economic position appears in other Leicestershire towns.
Evidence based KPI’s are, or should, provide a basis for policy and direction. There are also
other considerations - such as the public's perception of the town centre. A view of locals’
reactions and comments show a disdain for unrealistic claims about how good our town
centre is. QED an article published by Leicestershire Live, 27th Feb 2022, “Top Reasons to
Pay a Visit to the Bustling Town of Hinckley” has been met with disbelief and the positive
message by the journalist in the original story negated by the ensuing comments. On social
media, negative reactions by members of the public are typical, when such claims are made.
https://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/news/local-news/top-reasons-pay-visit-bustling-6686609
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It can be thought that unrealistically positive, press and social-media releases promoting
Hinckley town-centre can also be a key indicator that all is not well. Case in point as above
but is also demonstrated below in a press release (December 2016), published one year after
The Crescent had opened.
Entitled - It’s Official – business is booming in Hinckley, it contained much positive spin
however what the article failed to mention was that the Castle Street footfall had contracted
by an average of around 20% YOY at the time of this article’s release. Eleven months on,
Dunelm announced their store closure following a spate of other high street store closures in
same year. Rather than Hinckley booming, the message was unfortunately misleading.
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For information, Castle Street, the Britannia Centre, and Market Place accounts for
approximately 50% of Hinckley town-centre, ground-floor businesses. This percentage also
significantly increases when calculating its trading worth in terms of RV’s. The important fact
is that the core of the town, in and around Castle Street, is a key trading area for both town
and Borough. It is not unreasonable to assume that this dramatic fall in its footfall would have
had a proportionally detrimental impact upon its macro-economy. Both Castle Street and
Market Place are also home to all of the outdoor market.
Bank Closures.
Since 2017, Hinckley has suffered three bank closures and reduced services in a further two
(HSBC and Barclays). No other bank closures were evident in any other Leicestershire Town
that took part in the survey. Apart from adding more downward pressure on footfall, it does
suggest a worrying decline in Hinckley’s commercial activity to a level that is not evident in
other peer towns-especially when considering branch retention by towns with much smaller
populations (Melton Mowbray and Market Harborough). It could be that the telling symptom
of reduced commercial and footfall activity in Hinckley was behind the decision by HSBC to
convert Hinckley into a digital branch, with no cashier service.
Whilst acknowledging the national trend of branch closures, it must be noted that it is
reasonable to expect that no high street bank would either close or reduce its service level of
branches if sufficient financial activity prevails there. Given the population differences,
smaller Leicestershire towns have a greater in-house, banking activity than Hinckley.
Therefore, it would be fair to assume this represents a substantial reduction in Hinckley’s
business and in-person banking activity.

The Sharp Decline in Castle Street Footfall
Footfall, the count visitor numbers to a town-centre, is arguably the most important KPI as it
is the first to potentially signal a dynamic shift in a town-centre’s commercial activity. The
dramatic decline in footfall seen along Castle Street since the opening of The Crescent and
Leisure Centre development in 2016, is shown in the graph below. It was the largest, single,
annual drop in footfall on a high street that we could find in any town on record.
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The decline continued throughout 2016, 2017 and 2018 and was inconsistent with national
trends. We cannot be certain about 2019 after which the PFM footfall counters were
permanently switched off. Unfortunately, vacancy rate KPI’s, having a slightly longer
transient response time from cause to effect, helps explain our high vacancy rates that we see
today.

The Crescent Development
Car parking was already at a premium prior to The Crescent developments going ahead. 270
town centre parking spaces were sacrificed for The Crescent and whilst 500 spaces were
replacing them, this was little more than a typical provision one would expect for a
supermarket of this size. In short, how was it expected to accommodate free parking
provision for 21 shops & cafes, 2 gyms and a cinema, as well as provide access for the rest of
the town centre.
It is not much different than expecting developers of the Stage 1 Elliot Fields,16-store,
shopping centre in Rugby (opened in 2016), to have scrapped the 700 accessible free car
parking provision in favour of using Tesco’s 400-strong customer carpark, located opposite.
They could have also thrown in a free offer to Elliot Fields customers on the proviso that they
spend £7 in Tesco’s. It would naturally have shaved a little off the capital investment, but we
doubt very much it would have enjoyed the same degree of success as it does today.
In short, we are not suggesting that The Crescent should have had an extra 700-space
dedicated carpark, but that it was unwise of HBBC planners and town centre officers to
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assume that little more than a supermarket car park on The Crescent facility would suffice,
particularly having already sacrificed 270 spaces that had previously served the town centre.
In view of this, it is not difficult to understand why perhaps vacancy rates within The
Crescent have never made good reading. In The Crescent’s relatively short tenure, we cannot
recall vacancy rates less than 22%, and to this day, there are some units that have never been
let.
Current ground-floor, vacancy levels, as of 27th February have deteriorated further and stand
at a huge 38% by our calculations.
In the time it has been open, The Crescent has suffered eight business closures (Select,
Burger King, GHM, Louisiana Chicken, Meat Cure, I Due Vulcani, Rossini’s and Fab
Noodles)
Of the businesses attracted to The Crescent, 12 of them either relocated from other parts of
town, were already there, or have duplicated their operations within the Town. These include
Argos, Sainsburys, Iceland, Select, Superdrug, Costa, Timpsons, Places for People, Shop
Mobility, Coventry Building Society, and Belvoir Letting Agents. (An issue that caused
concern amongst TCP directors that HBBC officers suggested would not happen).
In the cold light of day, the town’s £60 million investment into The Crescent (of which
approximately 1/3 is publicly owned by the HBBC) has attracted one Cinema plus just 9 new
businesses from out of Town (TK Max, Snap fitness, Poundland, Wed2b, Wildwoods, Elbow
Room, The Tarro Lounge and Bikaneri.)
To put this into perspective, we understand that the combined first and second stage
development of Elliot Fields retail park cost only £40 million, and the project had occupied
all its 27 sites with nationally recognised companies. It provides over 1200 free and
accessible car-parking spaces, and we understand has suffered only one store closure
(Debenhams) since its opening in 2016. Its current vacancy rate stands at only 3.7%.
HBBC officers and councillors still celebrate the resounding success of The Crescent, but it
would be interesting to know on what basis, and whether it was worth the damage it has
brought to Castle Street businesses.
The New Leisure Centre Parking Squeeze
The final nail in the coffin for retail in Hinckley town-centre was the foreseeable loss of
available parking to shoppers due to the new Leisure Centre. An astonishing decision was
made to site this large, capital project at a location with insufficient real-estate, to create any
additional parking spaces for its forecast 120K annual visitors.
Having apparently not learned from the much complained about parking issues, at the old
Leisure Centre - key decision-makers signed off the project. There must be a record of
meetings, at which car parking for the new Leisure Centre was on the agenda, debated and a
resolution passed - despite no additional parking provision for its significant visitor numbers.
Assuming this is the case, there can be no doubt that visitors to the new Leisure Centre were
expected to utilise existing car parks, especially those on Mount Road, Church Walk and St
Mary’s. No assessment, professional or otherwise, was commissioned to study the
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foreseeable, detrimental impact that a combined £80M invested in two, town-centre capital
projects would have on existing town-centre parking.
Whilst one could agree that the Leisure Centre is a big town centre attraction for Hinckley,
without sufficient infrastructure, its mutually exclusive stakeholder group now compete for
the same car parking space as retail / shopping & food / drink user groups. It is also
reasonable to assume that the average gym and fitness user contributes the least to a town
center macro-economy. Aside from their monthly subscription, they are big car park users 2-3
hours per visit, require free / subsidised car parking, hence many towns opt for a more
suitable out of town location where space and parking are not at a premium.

The above table demonstrates the importance of adequate parking provision for leisure
centres. To put this into perspective, the average provision of 270 spaces consumes Mount
Rd, The Co-Op site, and half of Church Walk. This amounts to virtually all of our key retail
car parking provision for the top end of town being lost to leisure centre users.
More Pressure on Town-Centre Parking
Further pressure was applied on parking spaces when the Co-Op closed its store and
town-centre retail lost access to a much needed and used 120-space car park at the top of
town.
With the loss of access to substantial town-centre car parks, a perfect storm was created and
resulted in an officially recorded, catastrophic loss of visitor footfall on Castle Street. Soon
after, it was no surprise to see some of the businesses on Castle Street begin to fail. Four
Seasons, Keri Anne’s, and Dunelm were amongst the initial stores to close their doors.
A carpark working group was formed and it was not long before strident debates were
performed by competing interests, at its table. From The Crescent, Sainsbury representatives
complained of frequent incidents of serious congestion and an at-capacity, Crescent car park.
Their most serious concern was how this may impact upon their expected year-on-year
growth. Whilst Sainsburys were correctly concerned about the potential to not meet their 30%
YOY growth target, Castle Street businesses were extremely worried about their, at that time,
20% decline in footfall, which has continued to fall, rather than recover.
Sainsburys finally took action to protect their business (images taken 10th Dec 2016) and
plans were rolled out to discourage non-crescent shoppers.
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The gravity of the situation became so severe that HBBC had, we understand, agreed to
change the terms and conditions on the now “Sainsburys” car park without any consultation
with the TCP or the Car Park Working Group (Clearly it would seem that Sainsburys may
have advised they would seriously consider their options). Minimum £1.00 parking tariffs
were introduced for non-crescent shoppers. Inevitably, footfall along Castle Street continued
to decline.
Footfall drops along Castle Street only began to ease following the purchase of the Co-Op car
park, something that would not have happened without the determined effort of Hinckley &
District Chamber of Trade (HCOT). Within weeks, however, the HCOT was dismayed to see
its efforts considerably reduced. Again, HBBC had struck another exclusive parking deal
without any consultation with the TCP, HCOT or the Car Park Working Group.
30% of this prime retail car parking space was given as permits for Galliford Try, a private
company with inadequate car parking at their own premises. Another 30% was allocated for
use by visitors to the new Leisure Centre. This left shoppers with a meagre 40 spaces, in their
newly acquired, publicly funded car park. Parking permits are also issued to HBBC staff,
who work in the new Leisure Centre - placing yet more pressure on the now, much needed
retail parking.
Even with this extra 30% parking allocation to the Leisure Centre, we cannot be certain that
this was enough to secure adequate car parking for the Leisure Centre. At some point shortly
after this, Places for People made an offer to purchase Simply Gym on The Crescent, that its
owners could not refuse. Why they felt that they needed to do this when they already had a
state-of-the-art facility unless of course it was about gaining unfettered access to free car
parking on The Crescent.
HBBC has unfortunately made this mistake before. When the old council buildings were
demolished and the HUB was built, no parking facilities were made for the many staff
working there. Instead, of those who travelled to work by car, a place to park must be found
on the surrounding streets, a matter of great annoyance to local residents as it clogs up their
immediate area of domicile.
Unfortunately, lessons were not learned by HBBC of their failure to provide car parking for
their own staff, the result of which can be seen clearly from the HUB offices. It seems the
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same lack of appreciation of impact and assessment of commissioning large, capital projects
have resulted in the same mistakes being made, with wholly inadequate parking facilities
being a main feature of all three of these multi-million pound projects.
As a result, their staff cannot park at work; town-centre workers cannot park on public car
parks unless they can find a long-term space and afford the increased fees; shoppers struggle
to find spaces and the urban streets are either clogged with cars or have yellow lines painted
on them. Without surprise, discouraged shoppers have contributed to Castle Street losing
30% of its footfall.
Enter The Retrospective, Hinckley Town Car Park Survey. Box Ticked.
Between June and September 2016, The Car Park Assessment Survey was undertaken by
AECOM Infrastructure & Environment UK Ltd. Its findings were adopted by HBBC Council
which laid claim that with better car park utilisation, there was no requirement for additional
car parking within Hinckley’s town centre in the immediate or near term future.
However, the car park report had crucially failed to take into account key essential data and
considerations for the undertaking of a meaningful car park survey, particularly for the
retail-user stakeholders. As such its content was not agreed upon by any of the Car Park
Working Group attendees from either the TCP or HCOT that can be recalled.
The key areas of concern were:
1) Castle Street had already lost some 20% of its footfall due to accessibility issues to its
key retail areas. No provision was made to existing car park occupancy rates to adjust
for the return of this already lost footfall. This was a seismic drop that had occurred in
less than a trading year and could only have resulted from the unavailability of car
park spaces. Had these adjustments been made, then key town centre car parks would
have clearly demonstrated usage saturation levels.
2) The car park survey was predominantly carried out in the summer months when car
parks are least utilised for just about every stakeholder group. Leisure and fitness
centres can experience as little as 15% of peak seasonal visitor numbers during the
summer months. Retail is also at its quietest and the same can be said about its long
stay town centre work-force due to annual holidays. Hinckley is not a summer
destination, holiday town. A more sensible approach would have been to have
undertaken the survey at peak seasonal times when demand is at its highest. Any
seasonal adjustments that may have been applied, were done based on historical
revenue data. Given that over half of the town’s car parks had undergone significant
redevelopment and, in some cases, total reclassification in its first year, historical car
parking data could not have been credibly applied in this instance.
3) All new business activities within the town centre were pretty much at start up when
the survey was conducted. No consideration was considered to YOY growth rates of
each of these businesses. Some of these substantial business activities had forecast
30% YOY growth targets yet no provision was made for this in the report. Indeed, no
forecast of anticipated growth from any new business were included in the report.
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4) Accessibility and convenience have become fundamental considerations for
understanding mechanisms for successful retail. The survey failed to take this on
board citing that better use of the town’s long-stay, less accessible car parks could
solve any shortfall in current car parking demand. Sadly, this is one argument that
may have fallen on deaf ears for retail customers no longer choosing to shop in
Hinckley.
Despite these short comings, the report suggested that saturation was already occurring on
key retail car parks during Saturday trading. Saturday is of course the single most important
trading day for high street retail, yet it can be no coincidence that Saturday trading in
Hinckley is in steepest decline (as reported by many high street traders)
Further worrying still, the findings of this report would go on to form the bedrock of
misinformation for future town centre development projects A.K.A. The Church Walk
carpark redevelopment.
Failure to Appreciate and Unwanted Intervention
It has clearly been a difficult five-year period for Hinckley retail, particularly with trying to
recover economically from the pandemic. There are businesses for whom the Government
support served more as a stay of execution in Hinckley town-centre, especially those
businesses who suffered the brunt of plummeting retail footfall, since 2016.
Hinckley town-centre vacancy-rates are the highest in Leicestershire. Since 2014, our
vacancy-rates have increased by some 60% whilst most of Leicestershire towns have seen
theirs halved. Against intuition and urban myth, Hinckley figures are worse than those of its
neighbouring town, Nuneaton- a town that recently secured an urban regeneration package
worth £140M.
In respect of decline denial, multi-agency rigidity in this matter is an unwise approach. It is
essential to accept the information on the decline of footfall when proven.
a) Do something about it and
b) to access regeneration funding.
Whilst it is obviously not helpful to talk a Town down, it is equally unwise to talk it up and
not to acknowledge what is clearly happening.
Worse still, HBBC continues to push policy and interventions through, with what appears to
be merely a cursory nod to public consultation. In September last year, after a barrage of
repeated lock downs and faced with the emotionally difficult challenge of again having to
raise our businesses up out of the ashes - Hinckley retail businesses were once again faced
with yet another assault on our car parks by HBBC.
Church Walk car park had been put on the table for re-development. At a formal HBBC
meeting to which the BID had been invited to participate, Hinckley BID totally rejected the
potential loss of this car park and were concerned that it had been considered without their
input. Despite this the proposal still went ahead for public consultation. Even Councillors
spoken to denied it was anything to do with them and were firmly placing the blame for the
unfolding situation at the feet of its officers.
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Timing of this news left HCOT with little time to prepare a response. A huge effort was set
up by HCOT with several particular officers giving of their time freely despite having retail
of their own to run.

But the HCOT and the public response was immediate. Within two weeks we had over 250
business signatories and the town had gathered close to 3500 signatures Petition from the
public. Had footfall been at historical levels that figure would be much higher. Signing
stations were put in to over 50 shops (some of them nationals) and on numerous market stalls.
Despite social distancing rules, queues formed at the signing stations, such was the strength
of feeling.
How could the council get this so wrong? Given that all the Hinckley Town centre businesses
have been exposed to, how could its officers get the town’s pulse so wrong and what on earth
would possess them to lose another car park? Traders were despairing.
Over 200 hours, has been taken, of pains-taking data gathering and analysis, to bring this
urgent matter to the HCOT who have worked on it extensively, and to all incumbent agencies.
It is hoped their responses will be constructive.
Whilst we appreciate efforts to attract new businesses into town with collective brainstorming
sessions and lucrative rental deals, so that our vacancy rates may dip below a threshold, there
should also be a desire for such businesses to continue to thrive and prosper. Without
adequate accessibility, and provision for parking, as clearly is demonstrated with our
exceptionally poor vacancy rates, we are making the latter a very challenging task.
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Learning from others' success should be a key component in new strategies. For example,
Market Harborough has a population of only 27K. By comparison, Hinckley numbers 49K,
Market Harborough has just 1 Town Centre Co-Ordinator, no BID, no TCP directors and yet
it contains nearly 20% more retail shops, 30% fewer charity shops and a ground floor
vacancy-rate of only 3%. Car parking strategy has been a primary factor in actively
encouraging many visitors and sustained footfall. They are also capable of hosting a car show
that attracts 26,000 visitors. (2019).
There are innovative ways in which we could fix our problems. There clearly needs to be
some changes to protect our retail. The next 10-year Town Centre Plan is again upon us.
Ask yourselves, in light of all that has befallen in the previous ten, can the town center afford
more of the same?
The Hinckley Chamber of Trade has prepared and produced a Report on the ACTIONS we
and our members would like taking for the success of Business and the long term future of
the Town. Those Suggestions and Recommendations are below.
HCOT Recommendations.
Following a meeting to discuss the current crisis, The HCOT committee are proposing a
series of measures to help both accessibility and car parking shortfall to not only offset
current parking and access issues, but also help the town to adapt to our changing retail
environment and urban housing drive, moving forward. It is estimated that Hinckley has at
least 600 fewer car parking facilities than Market Harborough and notably fewer free on
street parking options. The aim is to improve this situation as well as reduce pedestrianized
areas that appear to be bearing the brunt of high street vacancy rates. (see table below).
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HCOT RECOMMENDATIONS
1. CAR PARKING
1a

To improve accessibility re-open the entrance from Mount Road into the Mount Road
car park and extend the parking into green areas of the Leisure Centre.

1b

Electric charging points on short stay car parks to be only available from 8 p.m. to 7
a.m. In the daytime spaces are for normal parking.

1c

HBBC to takeover and run Britannia Centre NCP car park - People who do use it
complain of poor lighting and not feeling safe. Many shoppers will not use it for these
reasons.

1d

One hour free car parking on all car parks in the town centre.

1e

Make Mount Road hospital land a car park when the hospital is demolished. It is vital
to obtain other suitably located land for central parking. The land need acquiring
before suitable site have gone.

2. ACCESSIBILITY
2a

Re-open the top of Castle Street (from Marmalade Meringue corner) down to Church
Walk car park - entrance one way traffic as an entry to this car park by turning left
into car park and then out only down onto Station Road, 1 way only.

2b

Chevron parking all down other side of Castle Street in area as above 2a to car park
entrance.

2c

Loading bays reduced in Market Place outside The Bounty to make way for more on
street car parking.

2d

'Blue space' parking as in Market Harborough - give half hour free to pick up / collect

2e

Chevron parking along whole length of Regent Street as in main street in Market
Harborough.

2f

George Street, to be considered for Chevron parking (extensive flat conversion noted)

3. STREET ENTERTAINMENT
3a

Different street vendors, say each Friday, on Castle Street - i.e. Children’s entertainer,
musician, busker.

4. MARKETS
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4a.

Improve / refresh Hinckley market, HCOT will submit a list of suggestions upon
request.

5. CHANGE OF USE TO RESIDENTIAL
5a

Making flats above shops takes away valuable stock storage which some shops need
and, therefore, can make them harder to let because it is more lucrative for landlords
to let upper floors as flats than as stock rooms. It will force businesses out of Town.

5b

As most of the flats approved have no car parking spaces included, if the residents
work from home (as is being encouraged) they take up parking spaces on the roads or
in car parks which are needed for retail customers / shoppers in the day. Extra land
needs obtaining for shoppers’ car parking. “Working from home” will affect retail
badly in Town centres without extra parking provision available.

The purpose for the recommendations above is to improve access to both on street and
off-street parking and increase the numbers of parking spaces. Market Harborough has
potentially more than 1600 spaces available in addition to its separate car parks for its
out-of-town leisure centre. It also has at least 180 on street parking slots within the immediate
vicinity of its retail areas, compared to Hinckley’s 113. It is not hard to see why Market
Harborough is more successful than Hinckley.
Conclusion.
The HCOT believe that Action is needed now to encourage shoppers back into Town
and urgent steps taken to provide more accessibility, more convenient central shoppers
parking and planning steps taken to reduce damaging planning effects / consequences
on retail / Businesses in the Town due to the changing retail environment and urban
housing drive moving forwards.
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